Metrical structure in Scottish Gaelic: Tonal accent, glottalisation and overlength

1 Introduction

In several languages of northern Europe, words may display a suprasegmental contrast associated with the stressed syllable that manifests itself through differences in pitch, phonation, duration or a combination thereof. For example, Swedish and Norwegian display two distinctive tonal accents, Accent 1 and Accent 2, while the cognate opposition in Danish is realised by a form of glottalisation known as stød (Gårding 1977). Similarly, some Franconian dialects contrast two tonal accents accompanied by differences in duration (Gussenhoven & Peters 2004; Peters 2006). Meanwhile, heavy stressed syllables in Estonian distinguish both normal length and overlength, each with its own characteristic pitch contour (Lehiste 1960). As noted by Ternes (1980; 2006: ch. 5), a microcosm of these phenomena is found in Scottish Gaelic, where forms belonging to two phonological classes—termed Class 1 (C1) and Class 2 (C2) in this paper—are distinguished in different dialects by means of either tonal accent, glottalisation or overlength. Tonal accent is used in Lewis (Borgstrøm 1940; Oftedal 1956), glottalisation in Islay (Holmer 1938), and overlength in Applecross, Ross-shire (Borgstrøm 1941; Ternes 1973):

(1) Lewis Islay Applecross
  a. C1:
     - *dubhan* [t̪úan] [t̪uˈan] [tuan] ‘hook’
     - *bodha* [p̩ː] [pōˈu] [po] ‘submerged rock’
     - *aran* [áran] [aɾən] [aran] ‘bread’
  b. C2:
     - *uan* [uán] [uan] [uaˑn] ‘lamb’
     - *bò* [p̩ː] [pou] [poˑ] ‘cow’
     - *arm* [arəm] [arəm] [araˑm] ‘army’

In Lewis, C1 forms display a pitch peak on the first mora and C2 forms on the second. Meanwhile, in Islay, C1 forms are distinguished from C2 forms
by a period of glottalisation between the first two morae. Finally, in Applecross, C1 forms show normal length while C2 forms exhibit overlength through elongation of the second mora.

It has long been argued that the contrast between long and overlong syllables in Estonian reflects a difference in the extent of the foot (Prince 1980; Odden 1997), and a number of recent analyses have likewise invoked metrical structure in order to derive the tonal accent contrasts in Swedish (Morén-Duolljá 2013) and Franconian (Köhnlein 2011; 2016; 2017; 2018; Hermans 2012; Kehrein 2017; van Oostendorp 2017), as well as Danish stød (Iosad 2016). The contrast between C1 and C2 forms in Scottish Gaelic has also been ascribed to metrical structure in various ways, sometimes involving complex multi-layered structures such as “super-syllables” (Bosch & de Jong 1998) or recursive syllables (Smith 1999). In accordance with numerous other authors (Oftedal 1956; Hind 1996; 1997; Ladefoged et al. 1998; Hall 2003; 2006; Ladefoged 2003; Wentworth 2005; Iosad 2015), I argue that the contrast directly reflects the extent of the stressed syllable: specifically, in C1 forms, the stressed syllable contains only the first mora while in C2 forms it contains the first two. Unlike most of the aforementioned analyses of other languages, however, I will argue that the metrical structure—and hence the phonological class membership—of a form in Scottish Gaelic is predictable from its underlying segmental content: in other words, the metrical contrast between C1 and C2 forms is a derived one. Scottish Gaelic can therefore be thought of as representing an intermediate step on the diachronic trajectory that historically led to the lexically contrastive metrical structure proposed for those languages in the present day.

The analysis presented in this paper uses the framework of Stratal Optimality Theory (Kiparsky 2000; Bermúdez-Otero 2018), according to which an utterance undergoes several rounds of phonological computation acting upon successively larger morphosyntactic domains, viz. the stem, the word and the phrase. I argue that metrical structure in Scottish Gaelic is built in the stem-level phonology in a regular manner, but may subsequently be rendered opaque by segmental operations at the word level—in particular, a process of copy epenthesis known as svarabhakti, which creates syllables containing two vocalic sonority peaks. In this way, the present analysis is similar to van Oostendorp’s (2017) analysis of tonal accent on pre-obstruent short vowels in Moresnet Franconian. Drawing on the proposals of Köhnlein (2016; 2018) for Franconian tonal accent, I claim that
faithfulness to foot structure preserves the stem-level syllable count when svarabhakti occurs, resulting in a word-level contrast between disyllabic and monosyllabic feet—even in sequences with identical segmental content. These differing metrical structures are then reflected on the surface by means of either tonal accent, glottalisation or overlength depending on dialect.

This paper demonstrates the ability of Stratal Optimality Theory to account for the highly complex intricacies of Scottish Gaelic phonology in a principled manner, and aims to provide the most complete and thorough analysis to date of the C1–C2 contrast in Scottish Gaelic. Additionally, by demonstrating how the same surface metrical contrast may be realised in different dialects of a single language by means of either tonal accent, glottalisation or overlength, this paper hopes to bring closer together the various existing metrical analyses of these phenomena in languages such as Swedish, Danish, Franconian and Estonian.

1.1 Sources and transcription

A considerable amount of dialectal variation exists in Scottish Gaelic and it is necessary to limit any detailed analysis to a single variety. This paper will focus primarily upon the dialect of Lewis in the Outer Hebrides, where the C1–C2 contrast is realised through tonal accent. When not stated otherwise, all forms cited in this paper are from this dialect. Within Lewis, Borgstrøm (1940) provides a detailed description of the dialect of Bernera in the west of the island, as well as some additional notes on that of Ness in the far north, while Oftedal (1956) describes in detail the dialect of Leurbost in the east of the island. As far as possible, the Lewis forms cited in this paper are limited to those found either in those two sources or in Ladefoged et al. (1998), which revisits the dialect of Bernera; however, they are occasionally supplemented by forms from the Survey of the Gaelic Dialects of Scotland (SGDS; Ó Dochartaigh 1994–1997) or from my own fieldwork in Ness. When a generalisation is made over all of the Lewis data, this should be taken to encompass all Lewis forms cited in Borgstrøm (1940), Oftedal (1956) and Ladefoged et al. (1998) to the exclusion of compound forms, on which too little data is available for any systematic treatment, and transparent English or Scots loans, which do not always display full assimilation into the phonological system of Scottish Gaelic.
Due to the diverse transcription practices employed by the various sources cited in this paper, a large amount of normalisation has been necessary. Although the forms cited here may therefore differ considerably from those in my sources both in terms of the symbols employed and the degree of phonetic detail included, I have endeavoured throughout to accurately mark all aspects of their pronunciation that are relevant to the present analysis. All symbols have their IPA values except for the coronal sonorants, for which a more abstract notation is employed (see next section). English glosses have also been normalised in order to facilitate cross-dialectal comparison of cognate forms.

1.2 Slenderisation and the fortis–lenis contrast

Before we proceed with the analysis, it is necessary to introduce two important aspects of the sound system of Scottish Gaelic. For a general overview of the Scottish Gaelic sound system, the reader may wish to consult handbook chapters by MacAulay (1992), Gillies (2009) or Bosch (2010). First of all, following traditional terminology, coronal and dorsal consonants in Scottish Gaelic may be either broad (non-palatalised) or slender (palatalised). Numerous morphological categories, such as genitive case in many nouns and comparative degree in adjectives, are marked by means of a morphophonological process known as slenderisation, which targets the stem-final rhyme and converts broad consonants into their slender counterparts. If the stem is monosyllabic, slenderisation is often accompanied by an alternation in the vowel which I will refer to as ablaut.

Secondly, again following traditional terminology, sonorants may be either fortis or lenis. The set of fortis sonorants [m n ɴ l ʟ r] may be precisely defined as those which may freely occur in initial position in unmutated stems, while the remaining sonorants [n ʟ r ɹ]—which normally occur initially only as a result of the lenition mutation—are lenis. The fortis coronal sonorants /N ɴ l ʟ R/ are equivalent to IPA /n̪ ɣ ɲ l̪ ɣ ʎ r ɣ/ respectively, and the lenis coronal sonorants /N ɹ ɹ r ɹ/ to IPA /n ɹ r d̪ ɹ/; however, I will follow Celticist tradition and employ the former, more abstract notation throughout this paper in order to emphasise the phonological relationships that exist between these sounds. Note that both broad fortis [N] and broad lenis [n] alternate with slender fortis [N̪] under slenderisation:

\[(2)\] a. \([N \sim N̪]\)
ceann [kʰə̀ːn] ‘head’ GEN cinn [kʰɛ̀ːn]
fonn [fɔ̀ːn] ‘tune’ GEN fuinn [fə̀ːn]
b. [n ~ ň]
eun [iːn] ‘bird’ GEN eòin [i̯ɔ̌ːn]
uan [uà́n] ‘lamb’ GEN uain [uá̃n]

Note also that broad fortis [ʟ] may alternate with either slender fortis [ʟ] or slender lenis [l] under slenderisation:

(3) a. [ʟ ~ ʟ̊]:
Dòmhnall [t̪ɔːl] ‘Donald’ GEN Dhòmhnail [ɣɔːl]
peircall [pʰɛ́ːɬ] ‘jaw’ GEN peircill [pʰɛ́ːɬ]
b. [ʟ ~ ŋ̊]:
diabhal [tjiə́vəl] ‘devil’ GEN diabhail [tjiə́vəl̊]
saoghal [ʃuːvəl] ‘world’ GEN saoghail [ʃuːvəl]

I take these alternations to indicate the existence of word-level fortition processes that convert certain underlyingly lenis coronal sonorants into fortis ones, resulting in the absence of slender lenis *[ŋ̊] and broad lenis *[l] on the surface. I will assume that fortis [ŋ̊] and [l] represent under-lyingly lenis sonorants whenever they are seen to alternate with lenis [n] and [l] respectively. Throughout the present paper, slenderisation alternations will occasionally be used in examples to show that a particular instance of [ŋ̊] or [l] is underlyingly lenis.

The structure of the paper is as follows. §2 shows that the C1–C2 contrast directly reflects the extent of the stressed syllable, and establishes the surface metrical structure of various types of C1 and C2 forms. It is shown that, in most cases, this follows from surface segmental content. §3 argues that the remaining cases—containing monosyllabic sequences with two vocalic sonority peaks—result from a regular phonological process of copy epenthesis known as svarabhakti. §4 argues that svarabhakti is a word-level process that depends on a mora projected by a coda sonorant at the stem level, and establishes the stem-level outputs upon which svarabhakti acts, while §5 offers an Optimality Theoretic account of svarabhakti, showing how faithfulness to input foot structure can bring about the observed monosyllabic sequences. §6 discusses how the differing metrical structures of C1 and C2 forms are realised on the surface in different dialects of Scottish Gaelic. §7 provides some general discussion and §8 concludes the paper.
2 Surface metrical structure

Almost all non-compound content words in Scottish Gaelic bear initial stress. No secondary stress occurs except in synchronic compound forms, which will not be considered here since too little data is available for any systematic treatment of words of this type. In most cases, whether a form belongs to C1 or C2 simply depends on the length of the stressed vowel: if the stressed vowel is short then the form belongs to C1, realised in Lewis with a pitch peak on the first mora of the word, and if the stressed vowel is long then it belongs to C2, with a peak on the second mora. More generally, the pitch peak can thus be said to occur on the rightmost mora of the stressed vowel. However, under certain circumstances, the phonological class of a form may not follow straightforwardly from its overt surface segmental content. This can result in minimal pairs:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{C1:} & & \text{C2:} \\
\text{dubhan} \ [\text{tüan}] & \quad \text{‘hook’} & \text{duan} \ [\text{tüán}] & \quad \text{‘poem’} \\
\text{bodha} \ [\text{põː}] & \quad \text{‘submerged rock’} & \text{bò} \ [\text{põː}] & \quad \text{‘cow’} \\
\text{ballag} \ [\text{pá łazienk}] & \quad \text{‘skull’} & \text{balg} \ [\text{páoulouse}] & \quad \text{‘bag’}
\end{align*}
\]

In this section I show that the C1–C2 contrast directly reflects the extent of the stressed syllable in forms such as those in (4). I provide independent evidence that in C1 forms—which bear the first-mora pitch peak typical of a short stressed vowel—the stressed syllable contains only the first mora of the word, while in C2 forms—which bear the second-mora peak typical of a long stressed vowel—it contains the first two. This in turn leads to a difference in foot structure: in C1 forms the foot consists of two monomoraic syllables, while in C2 forms it consists of one dimoraic syllable. This section will build upwards through the prosodic hierarchy from the mora in §2.1, through the syllable in §2.2, to the foot in §2.3, in order to establish the surface metrical structure of the various types of C1 and C2 forms illustrated in (4).

2.1 The mora

I will assume that onset consonants are attached directly to the syllable node while coda consonants may either head a mora of their own, in which case they contribute to syllable weight, or else attach to the nearest mora
to their left, in which case they are weightless (Hayes 1989; Broselow et al. 1997). Geminate consonants are overtly moraic; otherwise, moraic consonants may be diagnosed in codas whenever VC rhymes are seen to pattern with VV rhymes in some way, e.g. by attracting stress (as in Latin) or satisfying a word-minimality condition (as in English). Smith (1999: 618) and Hall (2003: 109) claim that evidence of the latter type exists in Lewis Gaelic, citing a process of final h-epenthesis that affects short open monosyllables, e.g. crodh [kʰroʰ] ‘cattle’, dubh [tʰuʰ] ‘black’. According to their analysis, h-epenthesis serves to satisfy a word-minimality condition by providing a monomoraic word with a coda. It follows from this that coda consonants must generally be moraic in Lewis Gaelic—at least when preceded by a short stressed vowel. However, h-epenthesis normally only occurs before pausa (Borgstrøm 1940: 74; Oftedal 1956: 116), which is unexpected if it serves to satisfy a general word-minimality condition. Additionally—and in agreement with Ternes (1973: 84) for Applecross, Ross-shire and Wentworth (2005: 446) for Gairloch, Ross-shire—my own observations suggest that h-epenthesis forms just part of a more general devoicing process that also affects all voiced coda consonants in exactly the same environment, e.g. bean [pɛn̥] ‘wife’, geal [kʰal̥] ‘white’, and thus cannot be motivated by the need for a coda consonant (cf. also the distribution of glottalisation reported by Sommerfelt 1922 for an Ulster dialect of Irish). In accordance with Green (1997) for modern Goidelic in general, I therefore believe there is no evidence that coda consonants are moraic on the surface in Lewis Gaelic—although I will claim in §4 that moraic coda consonants do occur at an intermediate stage of the phonological derivation before subsequently transferring their morae to adjacent vowels. It will also be seen that overtly moraic (i.e. geminate) coda consonants may occur on the surface in other dialects which lack these mora-transfer processes.

2.2 The syllable

There are three sets of circumstances under which the phonological class of a form in Lewis Gaelic may not follow straightforwardly from its overt surface segmental content. In each case, there is independent evidence that the stressed syllable contains only the first mora in C1 forms and the first two morae in C2 forms. First of all, certain ‘ViVj sequences (where V_i and
\( V_j \) are two short vowels) may occur with either the first-mora pitch peak of C1 or the second-mora peak of C2:

\[
\begin{align*}
C1 \ V_i V_j: & \quad C2 \ V_i V_j: \\
dubhan & [tuːan] ‘hook’ \quad duan [tuːán] ‘poem’ \\
fitheach & [fiːx] ‘raven’ \quad fiach [fiːx] ‘value’ \\
meadhán & [miːn] ‘middle’ \quad eun [iːn] ‘bird’ \\
ubhal & [uːl] ‘apple’ \quad gual [kuːl] ‘coal’
\end{align*}
\]

There is evidence that C1 \( V_i V_j \) sequences are hiatus sequences and C2 \( V_i V_j \) sequences are diphthongs. Phonotactically, a C1 \( V_i V_j \) sequence may generally contain any vowel that is allowed in a stressed syllable followed by any vowel that is allowed in an unstressed syllable; on the other hand, C2 \( V_i V_j \) sequences are restricted to certain pairs of vowels, viz. [iː iː uː uː] and various combinations ending in [í] or [ú]. Additionally, C2 \( V_i V_j \) sequences behave as if monosyllabic under slenderisation. Recall from §1.2 that slenderisation may be accompanied by vowel ablaut in monosyllabic stems. Under slenderisation, C2 \( V_i V_j \) sequences frequently undergo ablaut alternations with long vowels:

\[
\begin{align*}
feur & [fiːɾ] ‘grass’ \quad GEN feòir [fiːɾí] \\
iasg & [iːsk] ‘fish’ \quad GEN èisg [ěːsk]
\end{align*}
\]

Accordingly, I will consider a C1 \( V_i V_j \) sequence to consist of two vowels in hiatus, so that only the first mora belongs to the stressed syllable; meanwhile, I will consider a C2 \( V_i V_j \) sequence to represent a diphthong, so that the stressed syllable contains the first two morae. We can therefore uphold the generalisation that the stressed syllable is monomoraic in C1 forms, e.g. *dubhan* [tɔ tuːn] ‘hook’, and dimoraic in C2 forms, e.g. *duan* [tɔ tuːn] ‘poem’.

Secondly, a word-final long vowel may occur in some dialects with the first-mora pitch peak of C1 rather than the second-mora peak of C2:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{C1 long vowels:} & \\
bodha & [pɔː] ‘submerged rock’ \\
lathra & [lɔː] ‘day’ \\
ogha & [ɔː] ‘grandchild’ \\
rubha & [rɔː] ‘promontory’
\end{align*}
\]
There is evidence that C1 long vowels are actually hiatus sequences. Forms of this type generally exist in free variation with forms containing a straightforward hiatus sequence of a short vowel + [ə], e.g. [póə], and only the latter allomorph occurs under suffixation:

\[(8)\]  
\begin{align*}  
\text{latha} & \quad [\text{ʟâː}] \quad \text{‘day’} \quad \text{pl. lathaich} & \quad [\text{ʟáə-χən}]  
\text{ogha} & \quad [\text{ɔ̂ː}] \quad \text{‘grandchild’} \quad \text{pl. oghacht} & \quad [\text{ɔ́ə-χən}]  
\end{align*}

Accordingly, I will consider a C1 long vowel to simply be a special case of hiatus in which an optional word-level phonological process has caused underlying word-final /ə/ to assimilate in quality an immediately preceding short stressed vowel. Again, we can therefore uphold the generalisation that the stressed syllable is monomoraic in C1 forms, e.g. bodha \([\sigma \ pό \mu ][\sigma \ o\mu] \) ‘submerged rock’.

For the phonological representation of hiatus sequences I take an approach expanding on that of Clements (1986) and assume that all apparently empty onsets in Scottish Gaelic actually contain an underspecified consonant \([X(j)]\), e.g. dubhan \([\text{túXan}]\) ‘hook’, bodha \([póXo]\) ‘submerged rock’. Similar consonants have been proposed for independent reasons in both Scottish Gaelic and Irish. Vowel-initial words in Irish select either broad or slender allomorphs of proclitic particles on a lexically specific basis, leading a number of authors to propose the existence of an initial underspecified consonant carrying secondary place features (Gussmann 1986; Ní Chiosáin 1991; Anderson 2016), and Morrison (2018a) shows that a similar representation is required for Ness Gaelic. Additionally, the distribution of broad and slender vowels in Ness Gaelic leads Morrison (2018a) to propose that a consonant of this type also occurs in hiatus. The differing syllabification of hiatus sequences on the one hand, and long vowels and diphthongs on the other, therefore follows from their surface segmental content—as with an ordinary VCV sequence, two vowels separated by \([X(0)]\) project two separate syllables, while a long vowel or diphthong projects a single syllable.

Finally, a ‘V\text{I}RV\text{I}’ sequence (where V\text{I} is a short vowel and R is a sonorant) may occur with the second-mora pitch peak of C2 rather than the first-mora peak of C1:

\[(9)\]  
\begin{align*}  
\text{C2 ‘V\text{I}RV\text{I}’} & \quad \text{balg} & \quad [\text{paɬák}] \quad \text{‘bag'}  
\end{align*}
C2 'V,RV, sequences are referred to as svarabhakti groups and the second vowel is often referred to as a svarabhakti vowel. There is evidence that svarabhakti groups are in fact monosyllabic. Phonotactically, svarabhakti vowels display the full range of qualitative contrasts found in stressed syllables and are not subject to the same restrictions as unstressed vowels. Additionally, as noted by Hall (2003: 101–102; 2006: 400) and Iosad (2015: 31), svarabhakti groups behave as if monosyllabic under slenderisation. Recall from §1.2 that slenderisation normally targets consonants in stem-final rhymes, and that it may be accompanied by ablaut in monosyllabic stems. If the consonant immediately following a svarabhakti group undergoes slenderisation, so does the intervening sonorant; meanwhile, ablaut affects both vowels:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{balg} & \quad [p\alpha\lak] \quad \text{‘bag’} & \text{gen } \text{builg} & \quad [pu\l\acute{u}k] \\
\text{dorgh} & \quad [\t\nu\acute{r}\acute{y}] & \quad \text{‘fishing line’} & \text{gen } \text{duirgh} & \quad [\t\nu\acute{r}\acute{u}j]
\end{align*}
\]

Accordingly, I will consider svarabhakti groups to be monosyllabic. Once again, we can therefore uphold the generalisation that the stressed syllable is dimoraic in C2 forms, e.g. \textit{balg} \([p\alpha\l\acute{a}k]\) ‘bag’.

These syllable counts are supported by speaker intuitions at least to some extent (Borgstrøm 1937: 78; 1940: 153; Oftedal 1956: 29; Wentworth 2005: 19; Hammond et al. 2014), and are consistently reflected in poetical metre (Oftedal 1956: 29; O’Rahilly 1972: 201; Wentworth 2005: 19–20). Many other authors have reached similar conclusions, particularly with regard to svarabhakti groups (Oftedal 1956; Hind 1996; 1997; Ladefoged et al. 1998; Hall 2003; 2006; Ladefoged 2003; Wentworth 2005; Iosad 2015). Although a syllable containing a svarabhakti group therefore has a highly marked sonority profile containing two vocalic sonority peaks, Oftedal (1956: 29) points out that this is consistent with the fact that only the most sonorous consonants are allowed to intervene between the two vowels.
2.3 The foot

Since words in Scottish Gaelic almost always have initial stress, I assume that every non-compound content word with non-exceptional stress contains a trochaic foot aligned with its left edge. The least marked type of trochaic foot is generally said to be one that contains either two monomoraic syllables or one dimoraic syllable (Hayes 1995; Hyde 2011), so I will assume by default that all feet (in words of two or more morae) are of this type in Scottish Gaelic. Coupled with the facts of moraic and syllabic structure established in the previous sections, this leads to the following phonological surface representations for the minimal pairs in (4):¹

(11) a. C1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Phonetic Form</th>
<th>Surface Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dubhan [túan]</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>σ σ µ µ t u X a n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodha [pô:]</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>σ σ µ µ p o X o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ballag [páIak]</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>σ σ µ µ p a I a k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. C2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Phonetic Form</th>
<th>Surface Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>duan [tuán]</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>σ µ µ t ū a n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bò [pô:]</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>σ µ µ p oː</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balg [páIák]</td>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>σ µ µ p a I a k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that this now allows us to view the C1–C2 contrast as reflecting a difference in foot structure: in C1 words the foot consists of two monomoraic syllables, while in C2 words it consists of one dimoraic syllable.

¹I assume that the intervening sonorant in a svarabhakti group attaches to the mora headed by the preceding vowel, in order to maintain the generalisation that a non-moraic consonant in the rhyme attaches to the nearest mora to its left. However, this choice has no bearing on the analysis.
3 The synchronic status of svarabhakti

Although I argued in §2.2 that the differing syllabification of hiatus sequences on the one hand, and long vowels and diphthongs on the other, follows from their surface segmental content, the unusual syllabification of svarabhakti groups is yet to be explained. This part of the analysis argues that svarabhakti vowels are the result of a regular phonological process known as svarabhakti, which breaks up heterorganic consonant clusters whose first member is a sonorant. §3.1 discusses the regular distribution of svarabhakti vowels in Lewis Gaelic and §3.2 deals with some apparent irregularities. §3.3 discusses the manner in which svarabhakti interacts with a phenomenon of stem-internal /ə/-syncope in suffixed forms, and shows that the latter represents suppletive stem allomorphy.

3.1 The distribution of svarabhakti vowels

Virtually all phonological work on svarabhakti has either argued or assumed that svarabhakti vowels are not present underlingly but rather are derived via either epenthesis (Ó Dochartaigh 1980; Clements 1986; Bosch 1994; Ní Chiosáin 1994; Halle 1995; Green 1997; Smith 1999; Halle et al. 2000; Iosad 2015; Stanton & Zukoff 2018) or gestural realignment (Hind 1996; 1997; Hall 2003; 2006). The quality of the svarabhakti vowel is predictable from its environment: in Lewis it is of the same quality as the preceding vowel (Borgstrøm 1940; Oftedal 1956), in Barra it is of the same height as the preceding vowel but assimilates in backness to the intervening sonorant (Borgstrøm 1937; 1940), and in Argyll it is realised as [ə] (Holmer 1938). Normally, the svarabhakti vowel must be followed by a consonant that is heterorganic with the intervening sonorant, and for any sonorant R and heterorganic consonant C there is a complementary relationship between the circumstances under which R and C may surround a svarabhakti vowel and those under which they may form a cluster. The rule and some corresponding examples follow, with R, C and any intervening svarabhakti vowel underlined in each case (note that pre-aspiration of stops is realised as devoicing of any preceding sonorant):

(12) If

Note that the relative syllabic affiliation of R and C is irrelevant: the rule is the same regardless of whether or not C belongs to the same syllable as R.
a. R is preceded by a short vowel, and
   i. R is fortis → Svarabhakti:
      "crannchar" [kʰranāxɾ] ‘fate’
      "currcag" [kʰurʊŋʰak] ‘lapwing’
      "fairrge" [faɾákə] ‘rough sea’
      "imleag" [imɨl̥ak] ‘navel’
   ii. R is lenis, and
      A. C is a pre-aspirated stop → Cluster:
         "cearc" [kʰɛrk] ‘hen’
         "corp" [kʰɔrp] ‘body’
         "olc" [ɔlk] ‘evil’ (GEN uilec [úl̥kʲ])
         "peirceall" [pʰɛr̥jəl] ‘jaw’
      B. C is not a pre-aspirated stop → Svarabhakti:
         "balg" [paɭak] ‘bag’ (GEN builg [puɭúkʲ])
         "dorgh" [tɔrɔ́ɣ] ‘fishing line’
         "failm" [fɤlɤ̞m] ‘helm’
         "seanmhair" [ʃɛnɛvəɾ] ‘grandmother’
   b. R is preceded by a long vowel or diphthong → Cluster:
      "àrc" [ǎːrk] ‘cork’
      "eumraich" [ěːmrəx] ‘lowing’
      "Liùrbost" [lǔːrpɔst] ‘Leurbost’
      "mìorbhail" [miərval] ‘miracle’

Unfortunately, the morphology of Scottish Gaelic provides almost no opportunity to demonstrate the productivity of svarabhakti through alternations. Although a phenomenon of stem-internal /ə/-syncope may feed svarabhakti by bringing together clusters of the appropriate type, I show in §3.3 that syncopated stems are synchronically suppletive. Consonant-initial suffixes are rare in Scottish Gaelic, and those that do occur with any degree of productivity all begin with a coronal—meaning that the only logically possible way for suffixation to feed svarabhakti is if one of these suffixes happens to combine with a stem ending in /m/. Such a combination does not occur in the Lewis data, but Wentworth (2005) records the form cuimte [kʰumʊ̞ɾ+tə] ‘well-shaped’ for Gairloch, Ross-shire—from the verb cum ‘shape’ (which he does not record) + the adjectival suffix -te [-tə]—in which svarabhakti occurs as predicted. Svarabhakti can also be observed in English loans such as bargan [parakən] ‘bargain’ or targaid
[ʰərákatʰ] ‘target’, but the exact age of these loans is not clear. The claim that svarabhakti is a productive process is therefore based primarily on the predictable quality and regular distribution of svarabhakti vowels. I will assume that all forms with svarabhakti contain an underlying heterorganic RC cluster, e.g. *fəɪɾrɡe/*fɑrkə/ ‘rough sea’, *dɔrɡh/*tɔrɡ/ ‘fishing line’, and that svarabhakti occurs in order to break up clusters of this type unless either (i) R is lenis and C is a pre-aspirated stop, or (ii) R is preceeded by a long vowel or diphthong. I will follow several authors in assuming that the svarabhakti vowel acquires its quality through autosegmental feature spreading (Clements 1986; Ní Chiosáin 1994; Halle 1995; Halle et al. 2000), but this aspect of the phenomenon lies outwith the scope of the present paper.

3.2 Apparent irregularities

Lewis Gaelic displays a number of apparent exceptions to the rule in (12), most of which fall into two groups. First of all, a set of forms exists in which svarabhakti appears to overapply before hiatus:

(13)  Aonghas [uːnɯəs̪] *[uːnəs̪] ‘Angus’
     falbhaidh [fɑlái] *[fɑlι] ‘leave.NPST’
     mailghean [mælən] *[mælən] ‘eyebrow.PL’
     marbhaidh [mɑɾɪ] *[mɑɾi] ‘kill.NPST’

Recall from §2.2, however, that for independent reasons I consider hiatus to contain an underspecified consonant [X(j)] in Scottish Gaelic. Accordingly, I assume that the forms in (13) contain an underlying cluster of a sonorant + /X/, e.g. *Aonghas /XunXəs̪/ ‘Angus’. I will regard a cluster as heterorganic whenever both consonants bear non-identical primary place features, including when one of them is unspecified for place (note that svarabhakti can occur before placeless [h], e.g. *onfhadth /ɔnθəɣəɣ/ ‘stormy sea’). An underlying cluster of a sonorant + /X/ is thus heterorganic and is broken up by svarabhakti in the usual manner. Svarabhakti in these forms therefore does not display overapplication at all, but rather reflects covert phonological structure.

Secondly, another set of forms exists in which svarabhakti underapplies before [h]:

(14)  ceathrair [kʰɛɾhəɾi] *[kʰɛɾhəɾi] ‘four.PERS’
**cothrom** [kʰɔ́rhəm] * [kʰɔ́rhəm] ‘weight’

**creithleag** [kʰrʲiəlʲəhak] * [kʰrʲiəlʲəhak] ‘horsefly’

**iothlainn** [i̯úɫhəɴ] * [i̯úɫhəɴ] ‘cornyard’

However, there is clear independent evidence for a phrase-level process that metathesises underlying /h/ + sonorant clusters in Scottish Gaelic. This metathesis can be seen affecting the word-initial clusters /tʰr s̪ɴ ʃɴ j̪s̪ʟ ʃʟ j̪s̪ʀ/ when they undergo the lenition mutation in some of the dialects of Skye described by Borgstrøm (1941: 41–42). In the dialects in question, these clusters normally become [hr hn hn hlr hr] respectively under lenition but are metathesised to [rh] etc. when preceded by a vowel. In Lewis, the lenited grades of word-initial /s̪ ~ ʃ/ + sonorant clusters do not contain [h], but Oftedal (1956: 162) reports for Leurbost exactly the same alternation between [hr] and [rh] in the lenited grade of /tʰr/, and this is confirmed by my own observations in Ness. I therefore assume that the forms in (14) contain an underlying cluster of /h/ + sonorant, e.g. **ceathrair** /kʰɛhrər/ ‘four.PERS’, and that svarabhakti is counterfed by this phrase-level metathesis.

Once these two sets of forms are accounted for, there remain in the Lewis data a small number of forms in which svarabhakti appears to misapply. First of all, for Leurbost Gaelic, Oftedal (1956: 239) notes that a svarabhakti vowel may occur word-finally in two common verbs. These verbs both display final [v] when a vowel-initial word follows, but not elsewhere:

(15) Before V: Elsewhere:

falbh [faɭáv] [faɭá] ‘leave’

marbh [maráv] [mará] ‘kill’

Only the forms with [v] occur in Bernera and Ness. I assume that these two verbs underlyingly contain a floating final /v/ in Leurbost, i.e. /faɭ(v)/, /mar(v)/, which triggers svarabhakti yet is itself realised only when followed by a vowel-initial word. “Liaison” consonants like this are not unprecedented in Scottish Gaelic and occur frequently in function words, e.g. the 3SG.F possessive particle a (h-) [ə ~ ə’h] or the preposition do (dh’)

---

3Borgstrøm (1940: 73) also reports the alternation for Bernera, but says nothing of its conditioning.
[ə ~ əɣ]. 4 Secondly, the form toirbsgeirt [tʰaráʃkər] ‘peat-iron’ displays a svarabhakti vowel between two coronal consonants [r] and [ʃ]. This form reflects a borrowing of Old Norse torfskeri, containing the sequence /rvs/ (Oftedal 1956: 55), which leads Smith (1999: 598–599) to propose that /v/ is still present underlyingly in the Scottish Gaelic form, i.e. /tʰarvfskər/. Although there is no independent evidence for underlying /v/ in this particular form, there is certainly evidence for a synchronic process that deletes /v/ before obstruents at some stage in the phonological derivation, e.g. meanbh [mənəv] ‘tiny’ but meanbh-chuileag [ˈmənəˌxulək] ‘midge’ (lit. ‘tiny fly’). Finally, the form cainb [kʰanəp] ‘hemp’, reported by Oftedal (1956) for Leurbost, displays a svarabhakti vowel between a lenis sonorant and a pre-aspirated stop. This is the one form in the Lewis data that we can say with certainty is truly irregular, and we will return to it in §4.4.

3.3 /ə/-syncope and svarabhakti

Svarabhakti interacts in an interesting manner with a phenomenon of stem-internal /ə/-syncope that often affects suffixed forms. In Scottish Gaelic, many stems display an alternation between a disyllabic allomorph with [ə] in the second syllable and a monosyllabic allomorph without. The disyllabic allomorph occurs in unsuffixed forms and the monosyllabic one when a vowel-initial suffix is present:

(16) bleoghainn [pɬə̃n] ‘milk’ NPST bleòghnaidh [pɬə̃ni]
caraid [kʰəɾət] ‘friend’ PL càrdean [kʰəɾtən]
muilinn [mʊɬən] ‘mill’ PL muilnean [məiɬən]
tachair [tʰəɾə], [tʰəɾə] ‘happen’ NPST tachraidh [tʰəɾtɬən]

The alternations accompanying /ə/-syncope are often highly complex. Interestingly, [ə] can also alternate with a svarabhakti vowel in exactly those cases where syncope would bring about a cluster of the type targeted by svarabhakti:

(17) aithnich [ənəx], [ənəx] ‘know’ NPST aithnchidh [ənəx-i]

4The absence of [v] in the suffixed forms falbhaidh [faɬá-i] ‘leave-NPST’ and marbhaidh [mará-i] ‘kill-NPST’, which appear above in (13), must point to a suppletive stem allomorph in final /X/ rather than final floating /v/, since there is no general word-level ban on [v] in this position (cf. sealbhach [ʃaɬəvəx] ‘lucky’, from sealbh [ʃaɬəv] ‘luck’ + the adjectival suffix -(e)ach [əɬə]).
Although a number of authors treat /ə/-syncope as a synchronically productive process (Bosch 1994; Smith 1999; Hall 2003; Iosad 2015), certain stems do not undergo the process in Lewis Gaelic:

(18) *cuisill* [kʰúʃəl] ‘blood vessel’ PL *cuisilean* [kʰúʃəl-ən]  
    *freagair* [frɤ́kər] ‘answer’ NPST *freagairidh* [frɤ́kər-i]

Given the lexically specific nature of the phenomenon, I assume that no synchronic phonological process is involved. Instead, I propose that the forms in (16) and (17) have stems represented lexically by two listed allomorphs, e.g. *tachair* /ˈtʰaxər, tʰaxr/ ‘happen’, *fairich* /ˈfəɾʃəx, fəɾʃx/ ‘feel’, and that the disyllabic allomorph is selected in unsuffixed forms and the monosyllabic allomorph in suffixed forms. If a form such as *fairchidh* [fəɾʃəx-i] ‘feel-NPST’ is derived from a monosyllabic stem allomorph /fəɾʃx/, then svarabhakti is predicted to occur in the usual manner.

## 4 Stem-level weight-by-position

In preparation for a discussion of the derivation of svarabhakti groups, this part of the analysis examines the moraicity of coda consonants at the stem level in Lewis Gaelic. By considering svarabhakti in parallel with a process of *lengthening* that affects vowels before tautosyllabic fortis sonorants, I offer a unified account in which both processes occur in the word-level phonology and make use of morae headed by coda sonorants in the stem-level output. I propose that coda sonorants are subject to weight-by-position (WBP; Hayes 1989) at the stem level under certain circumstances. Although these morae are subsequently transferred onto adjacent vowels at the word level in Lewis Gaelic, I show that the stem-level representations proposed here are directly observable in other dialects in which lengthening and/or svarabhakti do not occur. Only stressed syllables are considered, since lengthening and svarabhakti do not affect unstressed syllables. §4.1 considers stem-final sonorants, §4.2 considers stem-internal sonorants before pre-aspirated stops, and §4.3 considers stem-internal sonorants before other consonant types. §4.4 provides a summary, and shows how the
system of stem-level WBP proposed here correctly predicts a particular case of underapplication of svarabhakti in certain non-Lewis dialects, as well as the existence of exceptional items like cainb [kʰanáʰp] ‘hemp’ in Lewis.

4.1 Stem-final sonorants

In Lewis Gaelic, monosyllabic stems ending in fortis sonorants display alternations whereby the sonorant is preceded by a long vowel or diphthong when in the coda, and by a short vowel when resyllabified into the onset:

(19) caill [kʰaUl] ‘lose’ NPST caillidh [kʰáUl-i]  
cum [kʰoúm] ‘hold’ VN cumail [kʰúm-al]  
geàrr [kǐ¿ːr] ‘cut’ VN gearradh [kǐ¿ː-əɣ]  
pronn [pʰroÚn] ‘mash’ VN pronnadh [pʰroń-əɣ]

Diphthongs ending in [u] occur before [n ʟ], diphthongs ending in [i] before [n¹ ʟ¹], and long monophthongs before [r]; all three may occur before [m] depending on circumstances that need not be discussed here. Forms such as ceannard [kʰ ánəʈ ɣ] ‘chief’ and gàrradh [kǎːrəɣ] ‘wall’ show that there is no general shortening process in this position, and note also the direction of neutralisation of the vowels in cum and pronn. I therefore assume that these forms contain a short vowel underlyingly, e.g. caill /kʰaUl/ ‘lose’, and that a word-level phonological process triggers lengthening or diphthongisation of an underlying short vowel before a tautosyllabic fortis sonorant. For simplicity I will refer to this process as lengthening, since the qualitative distinction between long vowels and diphthongs is not relevant to us here.

Lengthening displays underapplication under certain circumstances. First of all, recall from §1.2 that word-level fortition processes convert certain underlyingly lenis coronal sonorants into fortis ones. These processes fail to feed lengthening:

(20) a. Underlyingly lenis [n]:  
buin [púŋ] *[paíŋ] ‘base.GEN’ (NOM bun [púŋ])  
coin [kʰɔ́ŋ] *[kʰə́ŋ] ‘dog.GEN’ (PL.GEN chon [xɔŋ])  

b. Underlyingly lenis [l]:  
geal [kʰáɭ] *[kʰaɭ] ‘white’ (CMP gile [kʰiɭ-ə])  
mol [mɔl] *[mɔɭ] ‘shingle’ (GEN muile [múl-ə])
Additionally, another word-level fortition process converts lenis /n/ into fortis [n] before a coronal stop. This process also fails to feed lengthening:

(21)  bean [pɛŋ] ‘touch’  VN beantainn [pɛŋ-τən]  *[pjaun-τən]
      can  [kʰaŋ] ‘say’  VN cantainn  [kʰaŋ-τən]  *[kʰaun-τən]

Here we seem to have what is effectively a chain shift in the word-level phonology: various fortition processes trigger [Vn(j) Vl] → [VN(j) VL] while lengthening triggers [VN(j) VL] → [VːN(j) VːL], but the former fails to feed the latter. At first glance, this is highly problematic for an Optimality Theoretic analysis. Simply being fortis is not enough to guarantee that a stem-final coda sonorant triggers lengthening in the word-level output: apparently, lengthening may only occur if the sonorant was already fortis in the word-level input. The simplest solution to this paradox—assuming only traditional Optimality Theoretic markedness and faithfulness constraints—is to propose that there is in fact no chain shift at all, and that stem-final fortis coda sonorants exit the stem-level phonology bearing some additional marking besides whatever featural properties are responsible for the fortis–lenis contrast in general. Evidence from other dialects of Scottish Gaelic suggests that this additional marking is a mora.

In parts of Argyll, such as Islay (Grannd 1985; 2000) and Jura (Jones 2000; 2006; 2010), lengthening does not occur before stem-final fortis coda nasals and laterals (for simplicity, historically fortis rhotics—which do trigger lengthening—will be set aside here). Instead, they are geminated when (underlyingly) fortis but not when lenis (all Islay forms in this section are from SGDS):

(22)  Lewis  Islay
      a.  Fortis nasal or lateral:
          cam  [kʰaʊm]  [kʰemː] ‘crooked’
          seinn  [eɪn]  [eŋː] ‘sing’
          toll  [tʰoʊl]  [tʰoŋ] ‘hole’
          tuill  [tʰoʊl]  [tʰuŋ] ‘hole.GEN’
      b.  Lenis nasal or lateral:
          bean  [pɛŋ]  [pen] ‘wife’
          coin  [kʰɔŋ]  [kʰoŋ] ‘dog.GEN’ (Lewis pl.gen chon [xɔŋ])
          fuil  [fʊl]  [fʊl] ‘blood’
          geal  [kʰal]  [kʰaʊl] ‘white’ (Lewis cmp gile [kʰiʊl]-ə)
Islay Gaelic therefore displays an overtly moraic sonorant wherever Lewis displays lengthening of the preceding vowel. I propose that—ignoring occasional differences in segmental quality—the Lewis stem-level outputs for the forms in (22a) are in fact identical to the Islay surface forms: specifically, stem-final fortis sonorants are subject to WBP in the stem-level phonology, thus rendering them moraic, while lenis ones are not. The crucial difference between the two dialects is that Lewis Gaelic has a word-level phonological process that subsequently transfers a mora from a moraic coda sonorant onto a preceding tautosyllabic vowel, triggering lengthening, while Islay Gaelic does not. I assume that if the sonorant is resyllabified into an onset at the word level, as occurs before a vowel-initial suffix, then this mora is lost. This approach allows us to account for the lengthening alternations in (19) as well as the paradoxical underapplication of lengthening in (20) and (21), while simultaneously reducing the difference between the Lewis and Islay forms in (22a) to the presence of a word-level mora-transfer process in the former dialect but not the latter. Note that what I propose here is effectively a stratal version of Ní Chiosáin’s (1991) analysis of the cognate phenomenon in Irish. The qualitative fortis–lenis distinction has been lost in the Irish variety in question, but historically fortis stem-final sonorants trigger lengthening alternations similar to those in (19). Ní Chiosáin analyses these sonorants as lexically moraic, and this mora is either transferred or lost just as I claim occurs at the word level in Lewis Gaelic.

When a stem-final fortis sonorant is preceded by an underlying long vowel or diphthong, no lengthening occurs in Lewis and no gemination occurs in Islay. In the following forms, the quality of the preceding long vowel or diphthong indicates that it is not the product of lengthening:

(23) Lewis Islay

\[
\text{màm } [\text{màːm}] \ [\text{mɛːm}] \ \text{‘lump’} \\
\text{Nìall } [\text{n̪iːl}] \ [\text{n̪iːl}] \ \text{‘Neil’ (Lewis GEN Nìeil [n̪eːl])}
\]

Since Islay Gaelic realises moraic coda consonants as geminates, the final sonorant in these Islay forms cannot be moraic. I therefore assume that stem-level WBP is blocked when the preceding vowel is dimoraic, which can be accounted for by common constraints against superheavy syllables. We can therefore now make the following generalisation about stem-final sonorants:
When stem-final, fortis coda sonorants (but not lenis ones) are subject to WBP at the stem-level, unless this would result in a super-heavy syllable.

In the following sections, we will build upon this generalisation in order to include stem-internal coda sonorants.

4.2 Stem-internal sonorants before pre-aspirated stops

When followed by a pre-aspirated stop, stem-internal fortis and lenis sonorants behave in different ways in Lewis Gaelic. If the cluster is homorganic, various phonotactic restrictions mean that it is possible to independently distinguish between underlyingly fortis and lenis sonorants only in the case of the laterals. The effects of lengthening can be observed before fortis laterals, while lenis laterals may freely be preceded by a short vowel (recall that pre-aspiration of stops is realised as devoicing of any preceding sonorant):

(25) a. Fortis lateral + homorganic pre-aspirated stop:

\[\text{allt} \ [\text{aú} \text{l̥t}] \ ‘\text{stream}’\]
\[\text{uillt} \ [\text{əí} \text{l̥t}] \ ‘\text{stream.GEN}’\]

b. Lenis lateral + homorganic pre-aspirated stop:

\[\text{alt} \ [\text{á} \text{l̥t}] \ ‘\text{joint}’\]
\[\text{uillt} \ [\text{ú} \text{l̥t}] \ ‘\text{joint.GEN}’\]

Meanwhile, if the cluster is heterorganic, recall from §3.1 that svarabhakti occurs if the sonorant is fortis but not if it is lenis:

(26) a. Fortis sonorant + heterorganic pre-aspirated stop:

\[\text{currca}g \ [\text{k̄ur̄h} \text{kak}] \ ‘\text{lapwing}’\]

b. Lenis sonorant + heterorganic pre-aspirated stop:

\[\text{cearc} \ [\text{k̄} \text{ér̥k}] \ ‘\text{hen}’\]
\[\text{corp} \ [\text{k̄} \text{rp}] \ ‘\text{body}’\]
\[\text{olc} \ [\text{s[k]k}] \ ‘\text{evil’ (GEN uilc [ú[l]k])}\]
\[\text{peirceall} \ [\text{p̄[p]l]k̄l}] \ ‘\text{jaw}’\]

These forms reveal an important parallel between lengthening and svarabhakti. Both processes occur before a pre-aspirated stop only if the sonorant is fortis, with the choice between the two determined by whether the
cluster is homorganic or heterorganic. This complementary relationship suggests that a similar mechanism lies behind both processes, allowing us to generalise the mora-transfer analysis from lengthening to svarabhakti. In order to provide a maximally simple and unified account of the two processes, I therefore propose that svarabhakti represents a word-level mora transfer process just like lengthening, and thus may only occur if the sonorant is moraic in the stem-level output. Since I have assumed that a constraint against superheavy syllables blocks WBP when the preceding vowel is dimoraic, this approach also captures the fact that svarabhakti never occurs after a long vowel or diphthong. Note that this analysis is again similar to that proposed for the cognate phenomenon in Irish by Ní Chiosáin (1991), who also recognises a link between svarabhakti and lengthening (see also Ó Baoill 1980, who discusses this link from a diachronic perspective). According to her rule-based analysis, sonorants are subject to WBP under certain conditions, and this mora is subsequently transferred to a svarabhakti vowel. Similarly, Hall’s (2003) analysis also considers svarabhakti to be dependent upon the moraicity of a coda sonorant. We can therefore now amend the generalisation in (24) as follows, in order to include stem-internal sonorants before pre-aspirated stops:

(27) When stem-final or followed by a pre-aspirated stop, fortis coda sonorants (but not lenis ones) are subject to WBP at the stem-level, unless this would result in a superheavy syllable.

We will further build upon this generalisation in the following section, in order to include stem-internal coda sonorants before other consonant types.

4.3 Stem-internal sonorants before other consonant types

When the following consonant is not a pre-aspirated stop, it is not necessary to make a distinction between stem-internal fortis and lenis sonorants in Lewis Gaelic. If the cluster is homorganic, only fortis sonorants are found, and the effects of lengthening can again be observed (note that a velarised retroflex consonant is the regular outcome of \(/r/ + \) coronal):

(28) Fortis sonorant + homorganic consonant:
Meanwhile, if the cluster is heterorganic, recall from §3.1 that svarabhakti occurs regardless of whether the sonorant is fortis or lenis:

(29)  a. Fortis sonorant + heterorganic consonant:

  crannchar [kʰran̪aŋəɾ] ‘fate’
  fairrge [faɾakˀə] ‘rough sea’
  imleag [imílək] ‘navel’

  b. Lenis sonorant + heterorganic consonant:

  balg [paɫáŋ] ‘bag’ (GEN builg [puḻúk])
  dorgh [t̪ɔɾɔ̞ŋ] ‘fishing line’
  failm [fɤḻɤ̞m] ‘helm’
  seanmhair [ʃɛnɛ̞vəɾ] ‘grandmother’

A maximally simple and unified account of lengthening and svarabhakti therefore requires that all stem-internal coda sonorants—not just fortis ones—are subject to stem-level WBP when followed by a consonant that is not a pre-aspirated stop (unless this would result in a superheavy syllable). We can therefore amend the generalisation in (27) as follows, in order to include stem-internal sonorants before other consonant types:

(30)  a. When stem-final or followed by a pre-aspirated stop, fortis coda sonorants (but not lenis ones) are subject to WBP at the stem-level;

  b. When followed by a consonant that is not a pre-aspirated stop, all coda sonorants are subject to WBP at the stem-level;

Unless, in either case, this would result in a superheavy syllable.

This generalisation now covers all coda sonorants in Lewis Gaelic.\(^5\) We therefore have the following stem-level outputs for forms such as those in (12):

\(^5\)The somewhat marginal cluster [ŋk] is exceptional in that it may freely be preceded by a short vowel, e.g. Frangach [fraŋkəx] ‘French’, in spite of the fact that the nasal should be moraic in the stem-level output according to (30). Given the position of the pitch peak, which is based on my own impression of the pronunciation of forms of this type in Ness, I assume that the nasal is indeed subject to stem-level WBP as expected, but that word-level mora transfer simply does not affect [ŋ]. The nasal therefore remains moraic on the
(31) If
a. R is preceded by a short vowel, and
   i. R is fortis → R is moraic:
      \[\text{Ft} \]
      \[
      \begin{array}{c}
      \sigma \\
      \mu \\
      f \ a \ r \ k \ ə
      \end{array}
      \]
   ii. R is lenis, and
      A. C is a pre-aspirated stop → R is not moraic:
         \[\text{Ft} \]
         \[
         \begin{array}{c}
         \sigma \\
         \mu
         \end{array}
         \]
         \[k^h \ c \ t \ p\]
      B. C is not a pre-aspirated stop → R is moraic:
         \[\text{Ft} \]
         \[
         \begin{array}{c}
         \sigma \\
         \mu \\
         t \ c \ r \ ɣ
         \end{array}
         \]
   b. R is preceded by a long vowel or diphthong → R is not moraic:
      \[\text{Ft} \]
      \[
      \begin{array}{c}
      \sigma \\
      \mu \\
      l \ r \ p \ s \ t
      \end{array}
      \]

In §5 it will be shown how the observed surface forms are derived from these stem-level outputs.

Importantly, this analysis leads us to expect that any dialect lacking svarabhakti will display a moraic coda sonorant on the surface wherever surface, and accordingly bears the second-mora pitch peak of C2. The analysis of forms like this as containing a dimoraic syllable, despite the vowel being short, is supported by the fact that under slenderisation they alternate with forms that contain a diphthong and are thus clearly dimoraic, e.g. *Fraing* [fraɪŋk̚] 'France'.
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svarabhakti occurs in Lewis Gaelic. It will therefore now be useful to look at the dialect of East Perthshire described by Ó Murchú (1989), in which svarabhakti does not occur. This dialect differs from that of Lewis in several important ways. First of all, the qualitative fortis–lenis distinction has been lost in East Perthshire, but historically fortis stem-final nasals and laterals are realised as geminates—i.e. they are overtly moraic—when in coda position while historically lenis ones are not (again for simplicity, historically fortis rhotics will be set aside here):

\[(32)\]  
Lewis E. Perths.

a. Fortis nasal or lateral:  
\[\text{cam} \, [k^h\text{aúm}] \, [k^h\text{am}] \, \text{‘crooked’}\]
\[\text{seinn} \, [\text{eÍn}] \, [\text{en}] \, \text{‘sing’}\]
\[\text{toll} \, [t^h\text{úl}] \, [t^h\text{ol}] \, \text{‘hole’}\]
\[\text{tuill} \, [t^h\text{úl}] \, [t^h\text{ul}] \, \text{‘hole.gen’}\]

b. Lenis nasal or lateral:  
\[\text{bean} \, [\text{pén}] \, [\text{pen}] \, \text{‘wife’}\]
\[\text{coin} \, [k^h\text{b̪n}̥] \, [k^h\text{bn}̥] \, \text{‘dog.gen’ (Lewis pl.gen chon [x̩q̱])}\]
\[\text{fuil} \, [\text{ful}] \, [\text{ful}] \, \text{‘blood’}\]
\[\text{geal} \, [k^l\text{áI}] \, [k^l\text{al}] \, \text{‘white’ (Lewis cmp gile [k^l\text{l}\text{-}ə])}\]

The fact that East Perthshire Gaelic has preserved the historical fortis–lenis contrast stem-finally by means of lexically contrastive moraicity suggests an earlier diachronic stage at which stem-final fortis coda sonorants were obligatorily moraic while lenis ones were not, just as is observed on the surface in present-day Islay Gaelic and just as I propose in (30) for the stem-level output in Lewis. Secondly, pre-aspiration has been lost in East Perthshire, but the historical contrast between plain and pre-aspirated stops is reflected in the moraicity of a preceding historically lenis sonorant. Historically pre-aspirated stops are preceded by singleton sonorants, and historically plain stops by geminate sonorants (where Lewis Gaelic displays svarabhakti):

\[(33)\]  
Lewis E. Perths.

a. Lenis sonorant + pre-aspirated stop:  
\[\text{corp} \, [k^h\text{ór}p] \, [k^h\text{ór}p] \, \text{‘body’}\]
\[\text{olc} \, [\text{ol}] \, [\text{ol}] \, \text{‘evil’ (Lewis gen uilec [u̯l̥k])}\]

b. Lenis sonorant + plain stop:  
\[\text{25}\]
balg [paːlːk] ‘bag’ (Lewis GEN builg [pulːúk])
earball [tɔrːpəl] ‘tail’

This suggests an earlier diachronic stage at which lenis coda sonorants were obligatorily moraic before plain stops but not before pre-aspirated stops, which is again in accordance with what I propose in (30) for the stem-level output in Lewis. Finally, historically lenis stops are always geminate before other consonant types (where Lewis displays svarabhakti):

(34) Lenis sonorant + consonant:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lewis</th>
<th>E. Perths.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ainm</td>
<td>[anːm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dorcha</td>
<td>[tɔrɔ́x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seanmhair</td>
<td>[ʃɛnɛ́var]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suirghe</td>
<td>[ʃuːrj]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lenis coda sonorants are therefore obligatorily moraic before other consonant types, which yet again agrees with what I propose in (30) for the stem-level output in Lewis. The moraicity of coda sonorants in East Perthshire Gaelic thus exactly matches what I propose for the stem-level output in Lewis in every single case.  

4.4 Summary

To summarise, I have argued that stem-level WBP in Lewis Gaelic affects coda sonorants according to the generalisation in (30). Certain aspects of this system are typologically unsurprising. Sonorants are the only consonants that show any evidence of being moraic at the stem level in Lewis.

---

6It is possible that the absence of svarabhakti in East Perthshire may in fact represent an innovation, rather than the preservation of a pre-svarabhakti stage in the development of Scottish Gaelic. Under this scenario, the svarabhakti vowel probably would have undergone reduction to [ə] just as in other eastern dialects such as East Sutherland (Dorian 1978), Northeast Ross-shire (Watson 1974) and Aberdeenshire (Watson & Clement 1981), followed by eventual loss. However, it is unclear why this deletion would have affected svarabhakti vowels without also affecting ordinary unstressed [ə] in similar positions (e.g. biorach [pɪrəx] ‘pointed’, not *[pirːx], corresponding to Lewis [pírəx])—especially since, in those dialects where svarabhakti vowels are prosodically distinct from ordinary unstressed vowels, it is always svarabhakti vowels that have greater prominence in terms of pitch and/or duration (see §6.1).
Gaelic, which is consistent with the fact that WBP tends to target coda consonants that exceed a language-specific threshold of sonority (Zec 1995; Morén 1999). I assume that the blocking of WBP on a stem-final lenis coda sonorant is due to a constraint against moraic consonants in final position, while the blocking of WBP on a lenis coda sonorant followed by a pre-aspirated stop is due to a constraint against moraicity on voiceless consonants (which have relatively low sonority)—recall that pre-aspiration is here realised as devoicing of the sonorant. Although the featural content of the fortis–lenis contrast is unclear, I assume that these blocking processes are overridden by a stem-level requirement for fortis sonorants to project a mora wherever possible. Coupled with an undominated constraint against superheavy syllables, this brings about the observed system.

By ascribing the blocking of svarabhakti between a lenis sonorant and a pre-aspirated stop to the absence of an available mora in the stem-level output, the present analysis correctly predicts the behaviour of a particular set of forms that display underapplication of svarabhakti in a number of non-Lewis dialects. Where Lewis Gaelic has a contrast between pre-aspirated [ʰk] and a cluster [xk], dialects such as that of Barra instead merge both to [xk] (Borgstrøm 1937; 1940):

(35)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lewis</th>
<th>Barra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [ʰk] in Lewis ~ [xk] in Barra:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breac [prʲɛʰk] [prʲɛxk] ‘speckled’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cnoc [kʰrɔ́xk] ‘hill’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [xk] in both Lewis and Barra:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bochd [pɔ́xk] [pɔ́xk] ‘poor’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seachd [ʃɛ́xk] [ʃɛ́xk] ‘seven’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Lewis, stem-final [ʰk] can undergo slenderisation but [xk] is immune to the process (Borgstrøm 1940: 84; Oftedal 1956: 172). Meanwhile, in Barra, [xk] may undergo slenderisation only when it corresponds to Lewis [ʰk], and not when it corresponds to Lewis [xk] (Borgstrøm 1940: 175), e.g. Barra bhric [vrʲɪxk] ‘speckled. M.GEN’ but bhochd [vɔ́xk] ‘poor. M.GEN’. Since the distinction is evidently visible to inflectional processes, I assume that /ʰk/ and /xk/ both exist underlyingly in Barra and remain distinct until the word-level phonology. The present analysis correctly predicts that svarabhakti will underapply in Barra when a lenis sonorant is followed by an instance of [xk] that may undergo slenderisation:
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This is because a lenis coda sonorant is not subject to stem-level WBP when followed by an underlying pre-aspirated stop such as /hk/. Since the sonorant is not moraic in the word-level input, svarabhakti is blocked, even though word-level insertion of [x(ː)] after the sonorant brings about the surface conditions under which svarabhakti is normally observed. A stratal analysis such as this, in which both svarabhakti and lengthening are word-level processes that make use of morae projected by stem-level coda sonorants under certain conditions, is therefore able to account for instances of opacity not only in Lewis Gaelic but in other dialects of Scottish Gaelic as well.

Since the stem-level phonology assigns morae to coda sonorants under well-defined circumstances, the present analysis offers no means by which a sonorant could possibly fail to be moraic in the stem-level output if it meets the conditions for stem-level WBP. This leads to the prediction that all cases of underapplication of lengthening or svarabhakti in Lewis Gaelic can be ascribed to the counterfeeding effects of independently motivated post-stem-level processes. Sure enough, the underapplication of lengthening before derived fortis sonorants in (20) and (21) can be ascribed to word-level fortition processes, while the underapplication of svarabhakti in sonorant + [h] clusters in (14) can be ascribed to a phrase-level process of metathesis. However, this analysis does not exclude the possibility that coda sonorants may be exceptionally moraic under certain circumstances. If the faithfulness constraints protecting underlyingly moraic coda sonorants are ranked sufficiently high in the stem-level phonology, then a sonorant might be moraic in the stem-level output despite not fulfilling the conditions for stem-level WBP. The form caìnbh [kʰanábh] ‘hemp’, mentioned in §3.2, is an example of exactly the type of exception that would be predicted to occur. Although a lenis sonorant does not automatically become moraic at the stem level when followed by a pre-aspirated stop, it can be assumed that /n/ in this form is underlyingly moraic and that the relevant markedness and faithfulness constraints are ranked in such a way as to ensure that it remains moraic in the stem-level output. This allows svarabhakti to occur at the word level in this form. The present analysis is therefore able to account for exactly the type of misapplica-
tion of svarabhakti that occurs in the Lewis data, while simultaneously disallowing phenomena that are never observed to occur.

5 The derivation of svarabhakti groups

This part of the analysis offers an Optimality Theoretic account of the derivation of svarabhakti groups in the word-level phonology of Lewis Gaelic, showing how the surface structures established in §2 for svarabhakti forms are derived from the stem-level outputs proposed in §4. §5.1 discusses forms in which svarabhakti occurs in order to break up a heterorganic cluster and §5.2 discusses cases in which it is blocked. §5.3 discusses cases involving the interaction of svarabhakti with /ə/-syncope.

5.1 Occurrence of svarabhakti

According to the analysis so far, a svarabhakti form such as fairrge [faʀákə] ‘rough sea’ or dorgh [tɔrɔ́ɣ] ‘fishing line’, underlyingly /faʀkə/ and /tɔrɣ/ respectively, has the stem-level output shown in (31) and a surface form similar to that of balg [paʟák] ‘bag’ in (11). It was proposed in §4 that svarabhakti is a word-level process that transfers a mora from a coda sonorant onto an epenthetic vowel. Taking dorgh as an example, such a form therefore has the following word-level input and output:

(37) | Word-level input: | Word-level output: |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ft</td>
<td>Ft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ μ</td>
<td>μ μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɨ c ɾ ɣ</td>
<td>ɨ c ɾ ɣ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The input syllable count is preserved when svarabhakti occurs, so that the entire svarabhakti group remains monosyllabic. This is in spite of the fact that it is generally assumed that faithfulness constraints cannot directly refer to input syllable structure (e.g. McCarthy 2002: 73–74). In order to account for this, I borrow insights from Köhnlein (2016; 2018), who proposes that the foot head is located at the highest level of metrical representation at which the foot displays binarity: in a foot containing two
syllables (a syllabic trochee) the head is the first syllable, while in a foot containing one dimoraic syllable (a moraic trochee) the head is the first mora. The foot head is underlined here and in the tableaux below—this is purely illustrative, since the head status of a metrical node follows directly from the tree structure:

\[
\text{Syllabic trochee:} \quad \text{Moraic trochee:}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Ft} \\
\sigma \sigma \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Ft} \\
\sigma \\
\mu \mu
\end{array}
\]

Secondly, I follow Köhnlein (2011; 2016; 2018; see also McCarthy 1995; 2000) in claiming that metrical heads are subject to faithfulness. I therefore define a constraint HEADMATCH(Ft) as follows, adapted from Köhnlein (2011: 187; 2016: 98; 2018: 630):

\[
\text{HEADMATCH}(\text{Ft}): \text{Let Ft}_1 \text{ be a foot in the input and let Ft}_0 \text{ be its output correspondent. Assign a violation mark if the head of Ft}_0 \text{ is not the output correspondent of the head of Ft}_1.
\]

When highly ranked, this constraint can drive faithfulness to input syllable count by ensuring that a monosyllabic foot does not become disyllabic and vice versa.

This part of the analysis also assumes the following constraints, all of which are common in the phonological literature:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(40) } & \text{AGREE(C-pl): Let C}_1C_2 \text{ be a sequence of two adjacent consonants in the output. Assign a violation mark if there is a C-place feature that is linked to either C}_1 \text{ or C}_2 \text{ but not both.} \\
\text{(41) } & \text{DEP(μ): Let μ be a mora in the output. Assign a violation mark if μ does not have an input correspondent.} \\
\text{(42) } & \text{DEP(S): Let S be a segment in the output. Assign a violation mark if S does not have an input correspondent.} \\
\text{(43) } & \text{SONSEQ: Let σ be a syllable in the output. Assign a violation mark if σ contains more than one sonority peak.}
\end{align*}
\]

Since svarabhakti targets heterorganic clusters, I assume that it is driven by AGREE(C-pl). If we rank AGREE(C-pl) above DEP(S), and AGREE(C-pl),
HEADMATCH(Ft) and DEP(μ) above SONSEQ, as in (44), then we obtain the observed result for the word-level input established in (31) for dorgh [tɔrɔ́ɣ] ‘fishing line’, as shown in the tableau in (45). The fully faithful candidate violates highly-ranked AGREE(C-pl) due to the presence of a heterorganic cluster, forcing epenthesis to occur in violation of DEP(S).\footnote{For reasons of space I will not consider candidates in which the cluster is repaired by other means, such as deletion or place assimilation.} If the svarabhakti vowel were to project a syllable of its own then this would incur a violation of highly-ranked HEADMATCH(Ft), so the entire svarabhakti group remains monosyllabic in violation of SONSEQ. An alternative repair, in which the svarabhakti vowel projects a new syllable but the first syllable remains dimoraic, is blocked by highly-ranked DEP(μ) because it requires the insertion of a mora.

\[ \text{(44) AGREE(C-pl) HEADMATCH(Ft) DEP(μ)} \]
\[ \text{DEP(S) SONSEQ} \]

5.2 Blocking of svarabhakti

Recall from §3.1 that svarabhakti fails to occur in a heterorganic RC cluster under two conditions: (i) R is lenis and C is a pre-aspirated stop; or (ii) R is preceded by a long vowel or a diphthong. In §4 I proposed that this is because a coda sonorant is not subject to stem-level WBP in either of those positions. The coda sonorant in forms such as corp [kʰʃrp] ‘body’ and Liùrbost [l̥jʊːrpɔṣt̪] ‘Leurbost’, underlyingly /kʰɔɾh̥p/ and /l̥jʊʊr̥pɔṣt̪/ respectively, is therefore non-moraic in the word-level input, and the form is unchanged in the word-level output.

I assume that DEP(μ) is responsible for the blocking of svarabhakti in forms in which R is lenis and C is a pre-aspirated stop. If we further specify the partial word-level ranking in (44) by ranking DEP(μ) above AGREE(C-pl), as in (46), then we obtain the observed result for the word-level input established in (31) for corp [kʰʃrp] ‘body’, as shown in the tableau in (47). Although the fully faithful candidate violates AGREE(C-pl),
any candidate in which epenthesis occurs must necessarily violate higher-ranked DEP(\(\mu\)) by inserting a mora.\(^8\)

For the analysis of forms in which R is preceded by a long vowel or a diphthong, I assume the following additional constraint taken from a [footnote]

\(^8\)It is not immediately obvious where the head occurs in a foot that does not branch at any level of metrical structure, i.e. a monomoraic foot. For the purposes of the tableau in (47) I assume that the head of a monomoraic foot is the syllable. This choice has no bearing on the outcome.
constraint family proposed by Morén (1999):

(48) MAXLINK(μ/V): Let V₁ be a vowel in the input and let V₀ be its output correspondent. Assign a violation mark if V₀ is linked to fewer morae than V₁.

I assume that DEP(μ) is once again responsible for the blocking of svarabhakti in forms of this type. If we add to the partial word-level ranking in (46) by ranking MAXLINK(μ/V) above AGREE(C-pl), as in (49), then we obtain the observed result for the word-level input established in (31) for Liùrbost [l̥ùːrpɔst̥] ‘Leurbost’, as shown in the tableau in (50). Although the fully faithful candidate again violates AGREE(C-pl), any candidate in which epenthesis occurs must necessarily violate either higher-ranked DEP(μ)
by inserting a mora or higher-ranked MAXLINK(μ/V) by shortening the vowel.⁹

(49) Dep(μ) MAXLINK(μ/V)
     /\                      /\                      /\                      /\
     |                        |                        |                        |                        | Agree(C-pl) HEADMATCH(Ft)
     |                        |                        |                        |                        | Dep(S) SONSEQ

5.3 /ə/-syncope and svarabhakti

In §3.3 I argued that /ə/-syncope in Scottish Gaelic is not a synchronically productive phonological process, but rather involves suppletive stem allomorphy. Therefore a form such as fairchidh [farjáxj-i] ‘feel-NPST’ is derived from a monosyllabic stem allomorph /farjáx/, rather than the disyllabic allomorph /farjáxj/ found in unsuffixed forms. This part of the analysis will assume the following additional constraint, which is common in the phonological literature:

(51) *Lapse: Let σ₁σ₂ be a sequence of two adjacent syllables in the output. Assign a violation mark if neither σ₁ nor σ₂ is stressed.

I assume that, in items with two listed stem allomorphs, both allomorphs are evaluated in parallel in the phonology and *Lapse motivates the selection of the monosyllabic stem allomorph in suffixed forms. A form such as fairchidh [farjáxj-i] ‘feel-NPST’ therefore has the competing word-level inputs [faμrjəμxj+i] and [faμrjμxj+i]:

(52) Input 1: [faμrjəμxj+i] Input 2: [faμrjμxj+i]

⁹Note that the constraint *Lapse, defined in the next section, could also be responsible for the blocking of candidates (b) and (c) in (50). This is true only because the cluster is followed here by an unstressed syllable, but *Lapse would fail to block epenthesis in a hypothetical monosyllabic form */uμrp/. I am aware of no monosyllabic items that exemplify the blocking of svarabhakti after a long vowel; however, it is unsafe to view this as anything more than an accidental gap, and therefore I will not rely on *Lapse to motivate the elimination of these candidates here.
If we add to the partial word-level ranking in (49) by ranking *LAPSE above both DEP(S) and SONSEQ, as in (53), then we obtain the observed result, as shown in the tableau in (54). Highly-ranked *LAPSE ensures that a form...
is selected containing the monosyllabic stem allomorph, and svarabhakti proceeds as normal.

(53) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DEP}(\mu) \quad \text{MAXLINK}(\mu/V) \\
\text{*LAPSE} \quad \text{AGREE}(\text{C-pl}) \quad \text{HEADMATCH}(\text{Ft}) \\
\text{DEP}(S) \quad \text{SONSEQ}
\end{array}
\]

6 The realisation of the Class 1–Class 2 contrast

This part of the analysis explores the ways in which the C1–C2 contrast is realised in different dialects of Scottish Gaelic. Pitch and duration are discussed together in §6.1, and glottalisation in §6.2, showing how the various surface manifestations of the contrast correspond to the differing metrical structures established in §2.

6.1 Pitch and duration

The distinction between C1 and C2 forms is reflected in Lewis Gaelic primarily by means of tone (Borgstrøm 1940: 53–54; Oftedal 1956: 25–27; Ladefoged et al. 1998; Brown 2009; Nance 2015). C1 forms—in which the stressed syllable is monomoraic—can usually be said to display a rising pitch on the first mora, while C2 forms—in which the stressed syllable is dimoraic—display a rising pitch spread across the first two morae; the pitch then falls sharply on any following syllable. As a result, a pitch peak can be said to occur on the rightmost mora of the stressed syllable.\textsuperscript{10} As well as in Lewis, this realisation of the C1–C2 contrast is also found in parts of Ross-shire (Borgstrøm 1941: 89; Wentworth 2005: 15–17). In accordance with recent analyses of tonal accent in Swedish (Morén-Duolljá 2013) and Francoian (Köhnlein 2011; 2016; \textsuperscript{10}Monomoraic forms such as \textit{corp} [kʰɔ́ːp] ‘body’ display a rising pitch on their only mora and can thus be redundantly assigned to C1.}
2017; Hermans 2012; Kehrein 2017), this tonal contrast can be analysed as reflecting not lexical tone but rather the alignment of intonational tonal autosegments with differing metrical structures in the phrase-level phonology. On the basis of the instrumental data presented by Ladefoged et al. (1998) for Bernera Gaelic, Ladefoged (2003: 275) suggests that, in isolated citation forms at least, the stressed syllable is assigned a LH tonal
contour followed by a trailing L tone on any following unstressed syllable. Since the stressed syllable contains only the first mora in C1 forms and the first two morae in C2, this brings about the observed differences in the timing of the pitch peak, which is always aligned with the right edge of the stressed syllable. However, it is likely that a certain amount of variation exists according to dialect and phrasal context. Borgstrøm’s (1940: 53–54) impressionistic description of Bernera Gaelic intonation very closely matches Ladefoged et al.’s (1998) instrumental results, but he specifies that the pitch rise on the stressed syllable is often “very reduced” in phrase-final position. This suggests the presence of a L% boundary tone which may suppress the H tone of the stressed syllable. Meanwhile, Oftedal’s (1956: 26–27) description of Leurbost Gaelic notes that the stressed syllable may be either rising or high, suggesting that the first L tone may not always be realised. Interestingly, in an instrumental study on Ness Gaelic encompassing a variety of phrasal contexts, Brown (2009) finds that words in focus position display essentially the opposite tonal pattern to that assumed throughout this paper, with the right edge of the stressed syllable displaying a pitch trough followed by a sharp rise on the following syllable; meanwhile, no pitch differences are reported for non-focus, non-final contexts. In all of these cases, however, the accent contrast can be described in terms of the alignment of intonational tones with either monomoraic or dimoraic stressed syllables.

Unlike in Lewis, C1 and C2 forms are distinguished in Applecross, Ross-shire primarily by means of duration (Borgstrøm 1941: 128–129; Ternes 1973: 102–107). C1 forms display normal length, while C2 forms display overlength through elongation of the second mora:

(55)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lewis</th>
<th>Applecross</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. C1:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dubhan [tuən] [tuən]</td>
<td>‘hook’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodha [pɔː] [pɔː]</td>
<td>‘submerged rock’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aran [áran] [aran]</td>
<td>‘bread’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. C2:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uan [uán] [uən]</td>
<td>‘lamb’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bò [pɔː] [pɔː]</td>
<td>‘cow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm [arám] [araˑm]</td>
<td>‘army’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, Ternes (2006: ch. 5) reports a slight difference in pitch contour
accompanying this durational distinction: C1 forms display a single early pitch peak followed by a sharp fall just as in Lewis, while C2 forms display a subtly double-peaked but overall more level pitch contour. Conversely, Brown (2009) reports differences in both duration and intensity accompanying the tonal contrast between C1 and C2 forms in Lewis Gaelic, and these differences remain even in non-focus, non-final contexts where no difference in pitch is reported. In Barra Gaelic, where the primary cue appears to be more difficult to pin down, Bosch & de Jong (1997) find differences in both pitch and duration between svarabhakti groups and ordinary ‘VCV sequences: svarabhakti groups display a later pitch peak—although not as late as in Lewis—and svarabhakti vowels are longer. As discussed in detail by Köhnlein (2015), close relationships between pitch and duration are common cross-linguistically. For instance, in many Frisian dialects, the sharply falling pitch of Accent 1 is accompanied by considerably shorter duration than the more level Accent 2, and in certain phrasal contexts duration may even replace pitch as the primary cue to the contrast (Gussenhoven & Peters 2004; Peters 2006)—similar to Brown’s (2009) findings for Ness Gaelic. The opposite pattern is found in Estonian, in which overlength is associated with falling pitch (Lehiste 1960). Interactions between pitch and duration are also known to occur in Swedish and Norwegian (Gårding 1977: 44), Serbo-Croatian (Lehiste & Ivić 1986: 59 ff.) and Livonian (Kiparsky 2017). Since it is clear that a trade-off between pitch and durational cues is often involved in the realisation of a single phonological opposition, there is no need to ascribe the Lewis and Applecross forms in (55) to different phonological surface representations. I therefore assume that Lewis and Applecross Gaelic differ only at the phonetic level with respect to the C1–C2 opposition. While Lewis Gaelic assigns greater weight to pitch in the phonetic interpretation of tone, Applecross Gaelic favours durational cues. Barra Gaelic can be taken to represent an intermediate dialect, in which pitch and duration are assigned more equal importance.

6.2 Glottalisation

While the dialects of the Outer Hebrides, Skye and Ross-shire distinguish C1 and C2 forms primarily by means of various combinations of pitch and duration, glottalisation may also play a small role in the realisation
of the contrast. Throughout this region, Borgstrøm (1937: 74–77; 1940: 55–56, 152–153; 1941: 32, 89) reports the occurrence of a slight “break in tension” between the first and second morae of C1 forms, which in Barra may even be realised as a full “glottal catch” in hiatus sequences. In many Argyll dialects, including those of Islay (Holmer 1938), Jura (Jones 2000; 2006; 2010) and Colonsay (Scouller 2017), the C1–C2 contrast is realised exclusively by means of glottalisation. C1 forms display a period of glottalisation between the first two morae while C2 forms do not:

(56) Lewis Islay

a. C1:
   \[ \text{dubhan} \quad \text{[t̪uː̯an]} \quad \text{[t̪uː̯an]} \quad \text{‘hook’} \]
   \[ \text{bodha} \quad \text{[pəː]} \quad \text{[poːu]} \quad \text{‘submerged rock’} \]
   \[ \text{aran} \quad \text{[áran]} \quad \text{[aːran]} \quad \text{‘bread’} \]

b. C2:
   \[ \text{uan} \quad \text{[uən]} \quad \text{[uan]} \quad \text{‘lamb’} \]
   \[ \text{bò} \quad \text{[pəː]} \quad \text{[pou]} \quad \text{‘cow’} \]
   \[ \text{arm} \quad \text{[arám]} \quad \text{[arəm]} \quad \text{‘army’} \]

The distribution of glottalisation on vowels and sonorants in Argyll Gaelic exactly matches the distribution of the two tonal contours in Lewis. However, in order to determine the general distribution of glottalisation, it is necessary to take a closer look at its occurrence on obstruents. In Lewis Gaelic, a ‘VCV sequence containing an obstruent is always disyllabic and therefore bears the first-mora pitch peak of C1. According to SGDS, Jones (2000; 2006; 2010) and Scouller (2017), glottalisation occurs as expected in Argyll when the obstruent is a plain stop or a voiced fricative, but not when it is a pre-aspirated stop (realised as a voiceless fricative + plain stop cluster in this dialect) or a voiceless fricative:

(57) Islay (SGDS)

a. Pre-aspirated stop (→ fricative + plain stop):
   \[ \text{litir} \quad \text{[luːihtəɾ]} \quad \text{‘letter’} \]
   \[ \text{socaer} \quad \text{[ʃʊxkəɾ]} \quad \text{‘quiet’} \]
   \[ \text{tapaedh} \quad \text{[tʰahpi]} \quad \text{‘clever’} \]

b. Plain stop:
   \[ \text{bradan} \quad \text{[praːtən]} \quad \text{‘salmon’} \]
cogadh  [kʰoʔkəɣ] ‘war’
leabaidh  [ljaʔpi] ‘bed’

c. Voiceless fricative:
drochaid  [tɾɔxət] ‘bridge’
seasamh  [ʃes̪əv] ‘stand.VN’
toiseachd  [tʰoʃəxk] ‘beginning’

d. Voiced fricative:
fiolhan  [fiuʔyan] ‘cheese-press’
sabhal  [saʔvəɬ] ‘byre’
sgamhan  [skeʔvan] ‘lung’

I assume that pre-aspirated stops and voiceless fricatives in Scottish Gaelic bear the feature [+spread glottis] while other consonants do not. Given the foot structures proposed in §2.3, we can make the generalisation that glottalisation occurs whenever two syllables are parsed into a single foot, unless they are separated by a [+spread glottis] consonant. Glottalisation, which I assume to consist of epenthesis of [+constricted glottis], may represent a process of fortition that serves to enhance the boundary between two syllables that are in particularly close metrical contact, i.e. share a foot, although this would run contrary to the cross-linguistic tendency for foot-medial consonants to be targets for lenition rather than fortition. Presumably, it is blocked by the presence of [+spread glottis] because these two features are articulatorily incompatible with one another.

Smith (1999), Hall (2003; 2006) and Iosad (2015) offer a different analysis of the distribution of glottalisation in Argyll Gaelic, regarding it as a segmental glottal stop inserted in the coda of a stressed monomoraic syllable in order to render it dimoraic and thus satisfy a stress-to-weight (STW) condition. Scouller (2017) reaches a similar conclusion, although he regards glottalisation as suprasegmental. The STW analysis of glottalisation appears to be primarily motivated by Holmer’s (1938: 36–37) claim that it occurs at the end of short open monosyllables, e.g. teth  [tʰeʔ] ‘hot’, math  [mɛʔ] ‘good’. However, all other first-hand accounts disagree with Holmer on this vital point. Glottalisation in this environment is not reported by Jones (2000; 2006; 2010) for Jura Gaelic and is not recorded in SGDS for

---

11 The system described by Holmer (1938) differs from other accounts in a number of important ways. For instance, fortis sonorants are geminate not only in the coda but also intervocically, and glottalisation does not affect obstruents.
any dialect. Scouller (2017) himself finds that it does not occur in this environment in Colonsay, but is forced by his own analysis to conclude that it must be “at least notionally present in such cases” (p. 261). Under the STW approach, the absence of glottalisation in the forms in (57a) is taken to be because the voiceless fricatives are moraic codas, which is at odds with the present analysis. However, the forms in (57c) show that voiceless fricatives block glottalisation even when they are not codas, which none of these authors accounts for. Yet another problem for the STW approach is that it requires that glottalisation serve as a moraic coda even when intervocalic, i.e. in hiatus forms such as *dubhan* [tuʔan] ‘hook’, *bodha* [poʔu] ‘submerged rock’, which would involve extremely unusual leftward syllabification of an intervocalic consonant.12 I therefore conclude that glottalisation in Argyll Gaelic is best analysed as marking the boundary between two syllables that share a foot, unless they are separated by a [+ spread glottis] consonant.

7 Discussion

In this section I offer some general discussion of the analysis presented in this paper. §7.1 outlines other analyses of the C1–C2 contrast in Scottish Gaelic and evaluates them against the present analysis. §7.2 places this analysis of Scottish Gaelic in its wider context by exploring how it relates to existing metrical analyses of tonal accent, glottalisation and overlength in languages such as Swedish, Danish, Franconian and Estonian.

7.1 Other analyses

The claim that the C1–C2 contrast in Scottish Gaelic reflects metrical structure has been put forward by numerous authors in the past. However, analyses disagree on the exact nature of the metrical structures involved and

---

12The reader may be aware that Borgstrøm (1937; 1940; 1941) describes VC.V syllabification as characteristic of C1 forms in Scottish Gaelic, a claim repeated in a few other accounts (Holmer 1957; 1962; Dilworth 1972; see Bosch 1998 for a detailed review). Borgstrøm bases this assertion on his perception of a “break in tension” towards the end of the consonant, which he interprets as the phonetic manifestation of a syllable boundary but which most probably just represents glottalisation. There is no phonological evidence for VC.V syllabification in Scottish Gaelic and it is not considered in this paper.
the manner in which they are derived, particularly with regard to svarabhakti groups. Some authors tackle the problem by viewing svarabhakti vowels as entirely non-phonological. Iosad (2015) analyses svarabhakti as a purely phonetic process, so that svarabhakti vowels are invisible to the surface phonology and are therefore unable to project a syllable of their own. Within the framework of Articulatory Phonology, Hind (1996; 1997) and Hall (2003; 2006) ascribe svarabhakti to the relative realignment of overlapping articulatory gestures, which causes a consonantal gesture to occur in the middle of a single long vocalic gesture. However, these approaches have difficulty dealing with the various cases of opacity in svarabhakti, such as the apparent overapplication before hiatus in (13) and the underapplication in sonorant + [h] clusters in (14) or before Barra Gaelic [xk] in (36). Hall’s (2003) analysis is equipped with a means to account for lexically specific overapplication of svarabhakti, but she does not consider these cases of underapplication. Clearly, any successful account of svarabhakti must be capable of handling its complex interactions with other phonological processes.

Some authors propose complex multi-layered structures to represent the contrast between C1 and C2 forms. On the basis of phonetic data from Barra Gaelic, Bosch & de Jong (1998) argue that each of the two vowels in a svarabhakti group heads a syllable within a larger domain which they term a “super-syllable”. The existence of the lower “syllable” level—at which the two vowels in a svarabhakti group belong to separate domains—is based on an observed asymmetry between the two vowels with respect to both stress and backness. Specifically, svarabhakti vowels in Barra Gaelic display greater stress than the preceding vowel according to phonetic criteria such as pitch and duration, and receive their backness specification from the intervening consonant rather than from the preceding vowel. However, it is not clear why the phonetic correlates of stress should be expected to remain constant throughout the duration of a stressed syllable, nor is there any reason why two vowels in a single syllable should necessarily agree in backness. There is therefore very little motivation for positing an entirely new level of prosodic representation, instead of simply equating the higher-level domain—which contains both vowels in a svarabhakti group—with a traditional syllable.

Smith (1999) argues that a svarabhakti vowel heads a syllable that is recursively embedded within a larger syllable headed by the preceding vowel. The embedded syllable is posited for theory-internal reasons
and Smith does not justify its existence using data from Scottish Gaelic. Although this representation can account for the monosyllabic nature of svarabhakti groups, the derivational part of Smith’s analysis relies on a family of constraints whose precise definitions are unclear. For instance, the constraint SONCSEP is stated as follows:

(58) **SONCSEP**: A cluster of a sonorant consonant and any non-syllabic must be separated by an epenthetic vowel, i.e. must form a recursive syllable with an explicit nucleus. One of the two elements in the cluster must be non-coronal. (Smith 1999: 613)

Contrary to the core principles of Optimality Theory, this constraint simultaneously states not only the output structure that it disfavours (a particular type of cluster) but also the repair that is to be carried out in order to satisfy it (insertion of an epenthetic vowel in a recursively embedded syllable). If we attempt to convert this into a standardly formulated markedness constraint targeting clusters of the appropriate type, we are left with no motivation for placing the epenthetic vowel in a recursively embedded syllable rather than an ordinary non-embedded one. Smith’s analysis therefore brings us no closer to understanding how the special prosodic properties of svarabhakti groups might be derived.

Not all analyses of the C1–C2 contrast in Scottish Gaelic involve metrical structure. Ternes (1980; 2006: ch. 5) argues that Scottish Gaelic has lexical tone and draws a comparison with other northern European languages, such as Swedish and Norwegian, for which tonal analyses were predominant at the time. However, this approach does not account for the many ways, discussed in §2.2 and §3.1, in which the C1–C2 contrast interacts with segmental structure. A very different non-metrical analysis is offered by Stanton & Zukoff (2018), who regard the special prosodic properties of svarabhakti groups as reflecting the fact that both vowels are stressed. The presence of stress on both vowels in a svarabhakti group is of course consistent with the present analysis, and forms part of many impressionistic descriptions of the C1–C2 contrast for various Scottish Gaelic dialects (Fraser 1914; Borgstrøm 1937; 1940; 1941; Oftedal 1956; Dilworth 1972; Wentworth 2005). However, rather than regarding both vowels as belonging to a single stressed syllable, Stanton & Zukoff ascribe this stress pattern to correspondence constraints that motivate identity between epenthetic vowels and their hosts with respect to prosodic properties. As discussed by
Morrison (2018b), this analysis is problematic because it considers svarabhakti in isolation rather than in the wider context of the C1–C2 contrast, and some aspects of the analysis rely on incorrect assumptions about the distribution of vowel length in Scottish Gaelic.

### 7.2 Wider context

In ascribing the C1–C2 contrast in Scottish Gaelic to differences in metrical structure, the analysis presented in this paper bears a degree of similarity to analyses proposed for contrasts of tone, glottalisation and overlength in other languages. Morén-Duolljá (2013) argues that Swedish words with Accent 2 contain a recursive foot while those with Accent 1 do not, and the tonal accent opposition results from the alignment of international tones with these differing metrical structures. Meanwhile, Iosad (2016) analyses Danish stød as reflecting recursive foot structure in a similar manner. As for Franconian, Hermans (2012) and Kehrein (2017) analyse Accent 1 words as containing a monosyllabic foot and Accent 2 words a disyllabic foot, whereas Köhnlein (2011; 2016; 2017; 2018) proposes the opposite. Finally, Prince (1980) and Odden (1997) argue that long syllables in Estonian belong to a disyllabic foot while overlong syllables constitute a foot on their own. Although the exact nature of the relevant contrast varies from one account to another, what unites the present analysis with most of the aforementioned analyses is that the surface contrast is mediated through faithfulness to foot structure.

While most of these analyses derive the relevant surface contrasts through faithfulness to metrical structure that is lexically stored, the present analysis shows, using the framework of Stratal Optimality Theory, that the surface contrast between C1 and C2 forms in Scottish Gaelic is predictable on the basis of their underlying segmental content. In this respect, this account bears a striking similarity to van Oostendorp’s (2017) analysis of tonal accent on pre-obstruent short vowels in Moresnet Franconian. According to his analysis, metrical structure is built at the stem level and is sensitive to the voicing specification of the obstruent, but may subsequently be rendered opaque by final devoicing or voice assimilation at the word level. In diachronic terms, when viewed in the light of the life cycle of phonological processes (Bermúdez-Otero 2015), it can be assumed that languages displaying contrastive metrical structure
must at one time have gone through a similar stage, where metrical structure ceased to be completely surface-true and began interacting opaquely with phonological or morphological processes before eventually undergoing lexicalisation. Scottish Gaelic can therefore be regarded as a missing link in the evolution of lexically contrastive metrical structure.

By highlighting the connection between tonal accent, glottalisation and overlength in different dialects of Scottish Gaelic, the present analysis hopes to help consolidate the relationship between these three phenomena in other languages in which they occur. As discussed in §6.1, the link between tone and duration is well-known. Köhnlein (2015) proposes a recurring diachronic pathway in which phonetically longer units first come to bear more complex tonal contours. A tendency to lengthen units with level tones then results in a durational reversal, so that the originally shorter unit becomes the longer one. A language in which longer duration is associated with a contour tone, e.g. Estonian, can be assumed to lie at an early stage of this pathway, while one in which longer duration is associated with a more level tone, e.g. Franconian, represents a later stage. Applying this to Scottish Gaelic, it appears that Applecross, Ross-shire represents a particularly progressive dialect in which the relatively level tone of C2 forms has been replaced by longer duration. As for the link between tone and glottalisation, it is known that the sharp pitch fall inherent in a HL tonal contour is liable to result in creaky voice (e.g. Lindblom 2009; Riad 2009). The cognate relationship between the typically early-peaked Accent 1 of Swedish and stød in Danish is clearly paralleled by the C1–C2 contrast in Scottish Gaelic, where C1 is characterised by both an early pitch peak in Lewis and glottalisation in Argyll. Finally, the various realisations of the C1–C2 contrast in Scottish Gaelic are perfectly matched in Livonian, in which one of two phonological classes is distinguished from the other by means of a simultaneous combination of falling pitch, glottalisation and shorter duration (Kiparsky 2017).

8 Conclusion

This paper has used the framework of Stratal Optimality Theory to build a complete and thorough analysis of the C1–C2 contrast in Scottish Gaelic, which is realised by means of tonal accent, glottalisation or overlength depending on dialect. In line with a number of recent analyses of simi-
lar phonological oppositions in other languages of northern Europe, this contrast was ascribed to differences in metrical structure. It was shown that metrical structure in Scottish Gaelic is built in the phonology in a regular manner, but may be rendered opaque by complex interactions with other phonological processes. This results in the observed surface contrast between C1 and C2 forms. In §7 it was argued that this analysis outperforms others at explaining the extremely complex facts of Scottish Gaelic phonology. It was also argued that Scottish Gaelic can be thought of as representing an intermediate stage in the diachronic trajectory that led to the lexically contrastive metrical structure observed in other languages today, and can inform us about the relationship between the oppositions of tone, glottalisation and overlength found in those languages. The contrast between C1 and C2 forms in Scottish Gaelic is but one of the myriad ways in which the astonishing intricacies of the Scottish Gaelic sound system can enhance our understanding of the kinds of phonological phenomena that occur in the languages of the world.
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